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Tiivistelmä-Referat-Abstract
Regionalism (preferential trade liberalisation) has been spreading rapidly world wide, albeit predominantly in Europe. The paper considers the
case of European Union (EU) eastern enlargement by presenting two theoretical models, empirical assessment on trade effects and a case study
of the Czech Republic. The paper aims at handling regionalism in two layers: How regionalism in general can be explained? Do trade and
welfare improvements explain EU eastern enlargement?
The domino theory by Richard Baldwin (1993) explains regionalism as a chain of unexplained effects causing more and more countries to join
the EU. The driving force in the model is export sector lobbying. The tariff adjustment model by Bond-Syropoulos-Winters (2001) considers
welfare effects of deepening regional arrangements. The model handles how tariffs are chosen by a customs union and an outer country. It shows
that deeper integration does not cause a welfare loss to non-members. The paper evaluates the significance of the chosen models and concludes
that they convey to some extent, but not adequately, the European environment for eastern enlargement. Hence do not explain per se why Central
and Eastern European Countries (CEECs) are joining the Union.
The empirical assessment summarises enlargement and concentrates on trade between the EU and CEECs based inter alia on articles by Alho
(2003), Baldwin et al. (1997) and Lejour et al. (2001). Based on these results, the paper concludes that in economic terms CEECs seem to benefit
significantly and the EU modestly from enlargement. In addition, observations of EU-CEE trade and a case study on the Czech Republic
investigate how CEEC and Czech trade are affected by EU membership. It concludes that Czech trade will not face any significant changes after
entering the Union in 2004, for its trade is already very integrated to European markets.
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